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WHO WE ARE ?
Metrology Lab Concept company consists of 
specialists in the domains of metrology and 
quality.

Thanks to its long operational experience 
acquired within the legal and scientific 
metrology, Metrology Lab concept provides 
you necessary support to obtain 
accreditation, approval and certification in the 
areas corresponding to your activities.

REGULATORY QUALITY
DEVELOPMENT
METROLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICAL EXPERTISES

-Study (definition of infrastructure 
and capabilities)

- Costing
- Suppliers choice, works 

supervision
- Project management

- Weighing devices (IPFNA and 
IPFA)

- Weights, masses, pipettes, …
- Temperature
- Pressure
- Climatic enclosure
- Uncertainty of measurements

www.metlabconcept.com

PROJECT OF ACCREDITATION,
CERTIFICATION OR APPROVAL
IN METROLOGY

WE CAN HELP YOU
review)

- Taking over the relations with the 
organizations 

- Staff training

- Accreditation files
- Relations with accreditation bodies

You need to put in place adequate 
quality system? We can help you in 
accordance with the regulatory and 
normative requirements:
- Defining quality system according 

to the concerned domain
- Defining necessary 

implementation means
- Quality system deployment ( 

internal audits, management 

We can help you starting from the 
design phase until accreditation 
delivery:
- Definition  and costing of premises
- Definition of capabilities, furniture 

and materials installation
- Installations qualification
- Staff training

You need to assure strict regulatory 
and standards follow up. We can 
help you with regards to those 
requirements:
- Audits
- Trainings
- Supervision
- Supervision of your quality system
- Regulatory and normative 

monitoring

You would like to acquire or maintain 
metrological skills:
- Trainings allowing empowerment 

of your technicians
- Trainings on demand, suitable for 

your activity (internal or inter-
enterprise)

Metrology Lab Concept it's a 
registered body of continuing 
vocational training*

ACCREDITED, CERTIFIED AND
AUTHORIZED

TRAINING

OUR SKILLS DOMAINS

Certifications :
- ISO 9001
- ISO / CEI 17020
- ISO / CEI 17025
- COFRAC guides
- Regulation concerning legal 

metrology

Files management :

- COFRAC accreditation
- Approval (periodic verification)
- Certification (manufacturer/ 

repairer)
- Certification and acceptance of 

measuring devices

Document & normative 
monitoring
- Regulation
- Standards
- Guides
- Recommendations

metrology 
lab concept

To meet your specific needs, personalised 
services can be proposed and developed 
on demand.

CONCEPT+PROJECT OF CALIBRATION OR
ACCREDITED TESTS
LABORATORY INSTALLATION

* Registered under the number 44 67 05704 67. 
This recording is not worth approval of the State.
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POSTAL ADDRESS

CONTACT INFORMATION

METROLOGY LAB CONCEPT
SAINT JEAN SAVERNE
BP 50002
F-67701 SAVERNE CEDEX

mobile +33 (0)6 77 04 99 34

E-mail : 
commercial@metlabconcept.fr

phone  +33 (0)3 88 71 53 10

www.metlabconcept.com


